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Helping teen girls  
BeCome real in  

a Fake World

Character happens—whether you plan it or not. Head-to-Soul Makeover: Helping Teen 
Girls Become Real in a Fake World is a 10-week small group curriculum for girls in ju-
nior high and high school. This curriculum teaches the concepts found in Character 
Makeover: 40 Days With a Life Coach to Create the Best You by Katie Brazelton and 
Shelley Leith (Zondervan, 2009). The ten weekly studies in Head-to-Soul Makeover 
invite teen girls on the journey to proactively developing real character. While the 
material in the Head-to-Soul Makeover curriculum builds on the ideas explored in 
Character Makeover, the curriculum is entirely stand-alone and independent from 
the book.

This curriculum is specifically designed to address the root causes of the pre-
vailing emotions of insecurity, anxiety, stress, irritability, and envy that can cripple 
girls during this critical stage of life as they are forming their adult identities. The 
key to overcoming such strongholds is to deepen the eight character qualities of 
Christlikeness. This is what makes you real in a fake world—becoming more and 
more like Christ. Using proven methods of group facilitation, combined with mag-
azine-type self-quizzes, and themed with culturally-relevant reality shows, this up-
beat curriculum takes personal proactive discipleship to a whole new level for the 
teen audience.

The Head-to-Soul Makeover study includes:

• Ten 60-minute lessons

• A weekly self-assessment quiz based on a reality television show

• Built-in discussion questions and interactive learning activities

• A Makeover Challenge exercise to deepen each character quality

• A Makeover Journal in which to record progress

• Accountability activities for three-person Makeover Teams
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Each weekly “episode” uses a different television reality show as a met-
aphor to explore various character flaws that keep us from being like Christ. 
The “big reveal” identifies which aspect of a particular problem the partici-
pant needs to deal with the most. Then, your group looks into the Bible for 
the solutions.

HoW tHis stUdy Works

it reFers to teleVision  
reality sHoWs
There is an abundance of reality shows on television where a coach helps 
someone change their decorating, eating habits, wardrobe, or even closets. In 
the same way that these shows feature people who work to change bad habits 
and make themselves more healthy/organized/ beautiful/appropriate on the 
outside, Head-to-Soul Makeover invites teenage girls to team up with the Holy 
Spirit to do some makeover work on the inside. Taking it a step further, this 
study uses popular reality television shows to illustrate the character qualities 
we are studying. It is important to note that referring to a particular reality 
show is neither an endorsement of the show nor an encouragement to watch 
it. In fact, the more odious shows, such as My Super Sweet 16, offer a vivid 
portrayal of some of the character flaws we must overcome in our lives—they 
give a clear picture of what we don’t want to be! There is enough explanation 
of each show built into the curriculum that even those who have never seen a 
particular reality show will still feel like they can enjoy and appreciate the il-
lustrations in the lesson. The Leader’s Guide provides additional background 
information about each show in case you want to learn more.

it Has a BUilt-in sCript
The material that appears in bold type in this leader’s guide is identical to 
the text featured in the Head-to-Soul Makeover Participant’s Guide. It’s writ-
ten so you can read the text aloud to the group as if it were your script. Your 
introductions, your teaching setups, your explanation of Scriptures, your tran-
sitions between sections, and the discussion questions are all written in a 
conversational style so you can literally read it word-for-word to your group. It 
works well to have group members share the reading of the Scripture verses.
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it oFFers Weekly 
QUizzes
Each positive character quality overcomes 
a common character flaw or repeated area 
of defeat. The weekly quiz is a teaching tool 
that analyzes and breaks down the strong-
hold into its different aspects, and the re-
sults reveal which aspect of that stronghold 
needs the most work. Girls can also take 
each quiz online at www.headtosoulmake-
over.com, where they can compare results 
with other participants across the nation. In 
the sections following the weekly quiz, the 
discussion moves away from the character 
flaws and shifts to the positive aspects of 
that week’s character quality.

it giVes an  
interaCtiVe  
oBjeCt lesson
In order to help the kinesthetic learners in your group, a more interactive ac-
tion segment is included in every lesson. This section may require advance 
preparation or bringing in items for each participant, so check the “Materials 
Needed” section at the beginning of each lesson when planning your meeting 
time. There’s also an Idea Bulletin Board at www.headtosoulmakeover.com 
where leaders can share photos and experiences.

it inClUdes QUestions to disCUss
The key to being a successful facilitator of this study is to teach the material 
in the Bible lesson and help your group have a good discussion about it. The 
entire text of the participant’s guide is included in your leader’s guide, 
printed in bold, and many of the questions are followed by discussion tips 
to help you guide the group towards a healthy and productive discussion. The 
discussion tips and leader guidelines are for your eyes only.

Here’s a friendly leader-to-leader warning. these 
quizzes are not inerrant! if some girls in your group 
are ultra-analytical or overly literal, they may have 
a hard time mentally generalizing the situations 
enough to be able to choose a response that best 
matches their own. if the quizzes are frustrating to a 
participant, encourage her to see them as nothing 
more than a simple tool to help her discover which 
aspect of the character flaw she might want to 
focus on. try asking her: Would you agree that 
your score reflects the area you need to focus on 
the most? if her quiz results point to the area where 
she does need the most work, then the purpose for 
the quiz has been served. 
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it oFFers a CHoiCe oF aCtion steps
Every week there is a Makeover Challenge, which invites each participant 
to choose an action step to help her work on developing that character 
quality. Participants choose the action step at the end of each lesson based 
on the results of the assessment they did earlier. If someone scored high in 
a particular area, she would probably be helped most by trying the Make-
over Challenge designed to address that area. Participants can sign up to 
receive daily reminders at www.headtosoulmakeover.com.

tHere are BonUs CHallenges
In some weeks a Bonus Challenge is suggested. This type of challenge is one 
that the whole group is encouraged to try. Unlike the Makeover Challenge, 
it is not based on addressing one specific aspect of a particular problem. 
Rather, it is a general exercise which should benefit anyone in the group.

tHere’s a makeoVer joUrnal
Each weekly “episode” ends with a space where participants are invited to 
write about what happens during the following week as they practice their 
Makeover Challenge and the Bonus Challenge. The journal includes spe-
cific prompts tailored to that week’s challenge. Journal sections are also 
provided in the Leader’s Guide so you can journal about your own prog-
ress too! If your group members prefer blogging, they can do so online at  
www.headtosoulmakeover.com.

HoW tHe makeoVer team Works
Makeover Teams are groups of three girls who meet together at the end of 
each study, and hopefully during the week. These teams talk together about 
the more personal aspects of the lesson—those areas where they might feel 
too vulnerable to talk in front of the larger group. Specifically, team mem-
bers discuss results from the character assessment for that day, hold one an-
other accountable for the action steps they chose, and pray for one another. 
Assign one member of the Makeover Team to be the Team Leader, and give 
her the responsibility of getting her team to connect during the week.

See Week 1 in the leader’s guide for suggestions on forming Makeover teams.
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leadersHip tips

tiMing
Each lesson is designed to take 60 minutes to go through, which includes 
the time needed to take the self-assessment quiz. But, with most groups, 
the discussion and the activities could easily stretch into an hour and a half 
or two hours, if you have that much time available.

Don’t feel like you have to get through every question in the lesson. It is 
far more important to have a meaningful discussion about one or two top-
ics than to get through all the discussion questions.

Some time-saving ideas:

If you have only 60 minutes and you’re finding it difficult to fit everything in:

• Choose ahead of time which questions you want to concentrate on, 
and which you’ll only ask if you have time.

• You could have the girls take the self-assessment before coming to the 
study, either in the books or online at www.headtosoulmakeover.com. 
(Be sure they print their results or send them to you.)

• Split your group into smaller groups for part of your discussion time. 
If your group includes more than eight girls, you will save time if you 
split up and allow smaller groups to discuss the questions on their 
own. Assign a discussion leader for each of your smaller groups to 
facilitate the discussion. (IDEA: These smaller groups could be the 
same as the Makeover Teams.)

group HealtH
In order to foster a healthy group, keep the following principles in mind as 
you lead:

Balance in participating

• You as the leader don’t always have to be the first to share an answer 
to a question, nor do you always need to have the last word.
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• Give participants time to think about a question before answering—
don’t rush to fill quiet moments with talking. Silences are not 
necessarily awkward—they provide safe zones where girls have time 
to formulate their thoughts. If they truly don’t have any responses to 
a question, don’t worry about it—just move on!

• Encourage participation, but don’t legislate it. If group members 
don’t feel pressured to always share, and if one or two are not 
dominating the discussion, everyone will feel more safe to be open 
and honest when they do speak up.

conFidentiality
• Everything shared in your group needs to remain confidential. 

If a person’s story is shared outside the group without her permis-
sion, the safety and openness of the group’s interaction will be lost.

• Watch for gossip, and nip it in the bud. Participants can share sto-
ries from their own lives, but should not use examples from other 
people’s lives if such examples reflect negatively on someone else’s 
character.

vulneraBility
By its very nature a discussion about character flaws is threatening. Few 
people find it easy to share with a group of peers about their areas of great-
est weakness and defeat! Encourage participants to be courageous and 
share anyway, because one individual’s life experiences may be just what 
someone else in the room can relate to, or will be encouraged to hear. If 
you have the principles of balance in participating and confidentiality in 
place, vulnerability should readily follow. But, if your group is still hesitant 
to share, here is a great verse to give them “permission” to open up:

So now I am glad to boast about my weaknesses, so that the 
power of Christ may work through me. Since I know it is all 
for Christ’s good, I am quite content with my weaknesses and 
with insults, hardships, persecutions, and calamities. For 
when I am weak, then I am strong. (2 Corinthians 12:9-10)
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If someone in your group is experiencing difficulties that are beyond 
your ability to support, you may need to privately encourage her to seek the 
counsel of your pastor or a counselor. You are not expected to be able to 
provide professional counseling.

Stay connected during tHe Week
In a study such as this one, where participants are working hard at behav-
ior modification, it is important to provide encouragement and reinforce-
ment between meetings. Establish a habit of communicating with the girls 
during the week yourself, and of coaching the Makeover Team leaders to 
connect with their teammates. Some ways to enhance your midweek con-
nections include:

• Collect and track prayer requests from your group members at your 
meeting, and pray together for one another at the close of your 
meetings.

• Follow up during the week on the prayer requests by emailing the 
prayer list to the group and reminding them to pray for one another.

• Review the week’s Makeover Challenge in an email and encourage 
the girls to work on one area that week.

• Use texting, instant messaging, Twitter, or other electronic form 
of communication to communicate with the Makeover Team 
Leaders, reminding them to get their team members to connect 
with one another during the week. Give them ideas of questions 
they could ask their teammates or things they could do to model 
encouragement of one another.

Before we move into the first lesson, let’s turn our attention to the 
introductory comments your group members are reading in their partici-
pant guide. As you read these opening remarks, pray for all the girls in your 
group, that your next ten weeks with them will help them experience genu-
ine spiritual transformation.
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WHy do i need a Head-to-soUl 
makeoVer?
What a fake world we live in. Fake tans. Fake eyelashes. Fake teeth. 
Fake hair. Fake smiles. In such a plastic society, where pretending 
is normal and faking it is admired, it is all-too rare to come across a 
person who is real and genuine. Such a person is a breath of fresh air 
to be around, and we are drawn to her because she doesn’t act stuck-
up, doesn’t put on masks, and doesn’t try to be someone she’s not.

But for many of us, it’s hard to be real. There are things about 
us we’d like to hide or change. Maybe that’s why makeover shows 
are so popular on television right now. We watch in fascination as a 
person gets a new chin or a different hairstyle, a wardrobe overhaul 
or a forced exercise regimen. We imagine what it would be like to 
get a head-to-toe makeover…how much more confident we’d feel, 
how popular we’d be, how we could relax and not worry about what 
others are thinking of us. We’d finally be able to be real.

Well, every single one of us needs a makeover. Not a head-to-
toe makeover, but a head-to-soul makeover. And in this study, that’s 
what we’re all going to get! We’ll change what’s bothering us in our 
heads—things like insecurity, anxiety, stress, irritability, and envy—
by working on character qualities in our souls—such as confidence, 
courage, self-control, patience, and contentment. The more we de-
velop these character qualities, the more like Jesus Christ we will 
be—and that’s what it takes to be truly real in a fake world.

Unlike reality-show makeovers that wash off with the next show-
er or start looking shabby over time, your Head-to-Soul Makeover 
has eternal benefits. When you join forces with God to overcome the 
character flaws that have been messing you up, you’ll discover that 
God has created you to be a person of power, confidence, and hope. 
And you know what else happens as a side-benefit of a Head-to-Soul 
Makeover? You will become more genuine and real—and that is the 
most attractive type of person to be around!

So, are you ready to get started on the best makeover ever? Then, in 
the words of the Extreme Makeover: Home Edition team, “LET’S DO IT!”
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episode 2episode 2

This lesson is based on the reality show, American Idol. To learn more about the 
show or watch episodes, go to the Web site:  http://www.americanidol.com/.

SHoW SynopSiS 
American Idol is a reality show that searches all over the country for unknown singers 
who compete for votes to become the next “American Idol.” The show’s title is based 
on our society’s propensity to idolize its movie stars and recording artists. The process 
of locating contestants for the show involves a series of auditions all over the coun-
try, attended by thousands of hopefuls. The televised auditions are part of the appeal 
of the show: Viewers are treated to both the bizarre performers and the deluded ones 
who are unaware of how lacking in talent they really are. The frank assessment of 
the judges only adds to the entertainment value. Once the top 24 singers survive the 
auditions, millions of votes are cast by the television viewing audience each week, 
eliminating contestants until the person with the most votes is proclaimed the new 
American Idol and is given a cash prize and a recording contract.

MaterialS needed
• One hand mirror for each participant. Mirror should be about 5 inches in 

diameter. It works best and fastest if each girl has her own mirror to hold. 
If this is impractical, the experiment could be done using a large bathroom 
mirror, with groups of girls rotating through and trying the experiment while 
standing next to one another.
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• One 3” x 3” square of paper for each participant (a Post-it Note 
works well)

• If any girls took the Prideful Idol Tryout online and sent you the 
results, print them out before the meeting and distribute them in 
the “Check Yourself” segment. 

CHat aBoUt it   10 MinuteS

Start off the lesson with the following ice-breaker question to get the group 
recalling their experiences with their Makeover Challenge from last week. 
Encourage them to refer to examples they’ve written in their Makeover 
Journals to contribute to the discussion.

From your Makeover Journal, share something that happened this past week 
that gave you a chance to practice one of your character qualities.

This week, imagine yourself as a contestant in the singing com-
petition reality show, American Idol. Thousands of hopefuls audition 
for this show, but many of the contestants are deluded about their 
musical abilities. Eventually, the field is narrowed to the top 12 per-
formers, and telephone voting determines the “American Idol,” who 
gets a recording contract and national fame.

Have you ever won a competition, election, or tryout? did winning change you 
in any way? can you think of any examples of people who were changed by 
fame or wealth or success?

Read the introduction to the four types of pride that sets up the self-
assessment.

Four prideFul idolS  
There are four types of pride that we can see among contestants 
on American Idol. And we may see the same kinds of pride among 
people we meet—or even in our own lives. Do you recognize any of 
these kinds of people?
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• Idol 1 thinks too much of herself: This contestant has limited 
talent, but claims everyone tells her she’s a great singer.

• Idol 2 thinks too little of herself: When this contestant is 
complimented, she puts herself down: “You really thought 
that was good? I don’t think I sang very well.”

• Idol 3 thinks too little of others: This contestant criticizes the 
judges and other contestants.

• Idol 4 ignores input from others: This contestant thinks she 
always knows best. When contestants ignore the judges’ 
advice because they think they know better, they usually find 
themselves voted off the show.

CHeCk yoUrselF  
Let’s try out for our Character Makeover version of American Idol, 
called Prideful Idol. In this tryout you’ll discover which of the four 
Prideful Idols you are.

do the prideful idol tryout now, either here or online at  
www.headtosoulmakeover.com.

Read the instructions aloud. You might want to mention that this “try-
out” is one of the most difficult exercises of the whole study, because it 
focuses on such a hard problem to fix—our pride.

Take the self-assessment yourself, making mental adjustments to the 
situations for your own context, and be willing to share your results.

“a prime example of a contestant with no talent is William Hung, from Season 5, who was arguably 

one of the worst singers to grace the american idol audition stage. “i want to make music my living,” 

said Hung, before he started singing and dancing badly to ricky Martin’s “She Bangs.”  

after Simon said something derogatory about his performance, Hung said, “you know, i have  

no professional training of singing and dancing.” Hung rapidly gained a cult following and  

has become more famous than many american idol contestants.”

FroM Wikipedia, tHe Free encyclopedia
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There are four types of pride seen in typical American Idol contestants. Circle the number 
corresponding to how frequently you think you have exhibited each type of prideful at-
titude in the last few weeks.

 idol 1: i tHink too MucH oF MySelF
1 2 3 4  looking out for number 1: i seek to get the best for myself.

1 2 3 4 exaggerating: i embellish the truth to make myself sound better.

1 2 3 4 name dropping: knowing important people makes me feel important.

1 2 3 4 self-centeredness: i am insensitive to the needs of others. “it’s all about me.”

1 2 3 4 showing off: i call attention to my possessions, abilities, or goodness.

 idol 2: i tHink too little oF MySelF
1 2 3 4 False humility: i point out my shortcomings, looking for reassurance.

1 2 3 4 Undeserving: i can’t receive compliments, gifts, or help; i don’t feel i deserve them.

1 2 3 4 overworking: i do more than what is expected, looking for affirmation.

1 2 3 4 Woe is me: i often have some catastrophe i’m complaining about, looking for sympathy.

1 2 3 4 Failure: i feel i need to try hard because i haven’t earned god’s approval yet.

 idol 3: i tHink too little oF otHerS

1 2 3 4 argumentative: When others speak, i focus on what i disagree with and argue about it.

1 2 3 4 Critical: i often find ways in which others don’t meet my standards.

1 2 3 4 irritable: i get annoyed easily and point out things that bother me.

1 2 3 4 judgmental: i’m quick to assume the worst about people.

1 2 3 4 put-downs: i intentionally belittle others with cutting or snubbing remarks.
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 idol 4: i ignore tHe input oF otHerS

1 2 3 4 defensive: if i’m caught in an error, i usually believe it wasn’t my fault.

1 2 3 4 ignores suggestions: i don’t like to listen to advice. “you’re not the boss of me.”

1 2 3 4 isolated: i reject help from others, preferring to go it alone.

1 2 3 4 refusal to change: “this is just the way i am, so accept me.”

1 2 3 4 Unteachable: i am closed to input or guidance. i have my act together.

tryout reSultS:  
 idol 1: i think too Much of Myself  total:  ______________

 idol 2: i think too little of Myself  total:  ______________

 idol 3: i think too little of others  total:  ______________

 idol 4: i ignore the input of others  total: ______________

 total prideFUl idol sCore: ___________________

Scoring:
  1-20  you are a model of genuine humility.

 21-40 you are learning to be more and more humble. Way to go!

 41-60 thank you for your honesty. that’s the first step to humility!

 61-80 Hmm! you have some work to do.

When everyone has finished scoring their quizzes, ask the following questions.

now that you have done the prideful idol tryout, which type of prideful idol did you find 
most surprising to have on the list? Which of the prideful idols are the most difficult for 
you to be around? Which prideful idol total was highest for you?

For many people it is surprising to see “I think too little of myself” as a type of 
pride. Ask if they can guess why that is prideful. You’ll explain the full answer in the 
lesson shortly.

Make sure the discussion of which types of prideful people are most difficult 
to be around stays general, and does not include names of people, or any gossip or 
slander.
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talk it oVer   25 MinuteS

Transition from the quiz results to the lesson. Slowly and deliberately read 
the following section explaining the true meaning of humility, which ties 
back to the title of this study. Allow enough time for the concepts to sink 
in as you read.

tHe true aMerican idol  
Let’s turn our attention to the character quality that helps us be a 
true American Idol—not the kind you worship, or the kind who is 
prideful, but someone who is genuine and deeply attractive, a per-
son people want to be around. This quality is humility. Now, you 
may be thinking humility is something it’s not. Humility doesn’t 
mean dressing ugly, letting everyone boss you around, or feeling 
worthless. Humility does mean thinking rightly about who you are in 
relation to God. Right thinking is realistic thinking—knowing your 
real strengths, your true weaknesses, your genuine talents, and your 
real worth. When you think realistically about yourself, you’re “be-
ing a real person in a fake world”!

The scale below shows three kinds of thinking. On the right is 
boastful thinking, which is the most obvious form of pride. But, on 
the left end of the scale is false humility, the kind of thinking that 
says “everyone is better than me”—which is actually another form 
of pride. Such thinking is prideful because it’s still all about getting 
people to focus on us, give us attention, and reassure us that we’re 
not as pitiful as we say we are.

You may want to pause here to ask, “Okay, so how is ‘I think too poorly 
of myself’ really a form of pride?”

Humility is balanced in the middle. Humility means you have a 
right view of who you are and who you’re not, and who God is—and 
that you just ain’t him! When your eyes are always on yourself and 
whether you’re better—or worse—than others, that’s pride. When 
your eyes are on God, you can’t help but be humble.
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introducing our “HuMBle idol”  
Do you know who Jesus named as the greatest person ever born? 
Well, it wasn’t Moses of Red Sea and Ten Commandments fame; it 
wasn’t David, who was a “man after God’s own heart”; it wasn’t 
Abraham, the father of the nation of Israel. Rather, it was the scruffy, 
wild-eyed hermit, John the Baptist, about whom Jesus said, “I tell 
you the truth: Among those born of women there has not arisen any-
one greater than John the Baptist” (Matthew 11:11). Now, why was 
John the Baptist Jesus’ top pick for World’s Greatest Guy? Because 
he was humble. Let’s see what we can learn about humility from our 
Humble Idol, John the Baptist.

1. A humble person has the right perspective about who she is. 
She says, “God is God—and I am not.” Consider what John the Bap-
tist once said:

“After me will come one more powerful than I, the 
thongs of whose sandals I am not worthy to stoop 
down and untie.” (Mark 1:7)

How does this statement show that John the Baptist was humble?

If you need to prompt answers to this question, refer back to our defini-
tion of humility, “Thinking rightly about who you are in relation to God.”

Why isn’t this false humility? What could you say about how you compare to 
Jesus that would show the right perspective on who you are?

False HUmility = pride   HUmility BoastFUl = pride

everyone’S  
Better tHan Me!

i Have a rigHt vieW 
oF WHo i aM in  

relation to god.
i’M Better tHan 

everyone!
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If you need to prompt answers to this question, refer back to our defini-
tion of false humility, “Trying to get people to focus on us, give us attention, 
and reassure us that we’re not as pitiful as we say we are.”

2. A humble person directs people’s attention to God. She says, 
“It’s not about me.” Take a look at our next passage:

The next day John was there again with two of his dis-
ciples. When he saw Jesus passing by, he said, “Look! 
The Lamb of God!” When the two disciples heard him 
say this, they followed Jesus. (John 1:35-37)

How does this scene from John’s life show that he was humble?

This answer comes from the section header: “A humble person directs 
people’s attention to God,”—and (implied) away from herself.

How do you think he felt when his disciples left him? What can you say in cer-
tain situations to point people away from you and toward god?

Be prepared to share an answer from your own life here, to model this 
type of character. Have you ever been asked how you were able to handle 
a tough situation, and you credited God? Do you share the gospel when 
sending family update Christmas letters? Do you incorporate God, prayer, 
or Scripture into your conversations?

The final point gets to the conundrum about humility, and uses an ex-
periment to demonstrate the way around it. Have mirrors and slips of paper 
ready to distribute to each girl as directed.

3. A humble person is not self-focused but God-focused. One 
problem with achieving humility is that it’s impossible to develop it 
by working on it directly. The more you focus on humility, the more 
you are focusing on yourself, which is prideful. So how are you sup-
posed to work on humility if working on it makes you prideful? Well, 
John the Baptist had a two-part formula:

“He must become greater, I must become less.”  
(John 3:30)
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try it oUt    5 MinuteS

tHe Mirror eXperiMent 
Here’s how this works. (Mirrors and small paper squares will be passed 
out to the group.) Look at your reflection in the mirror. Now, keep 
looking at yourself, but think about the second part of our formula 
for humility: “I must become less.” So, try not to think about yourself 
right now… Is it possible?

Allow the girls to answer, expressing their frustration with being unable 
to NOT think about themselves when trying not to think about themselves! 
Then have the girls pick up the Post-its in one hand, and have them keep 
their mirrors in their hands for the next step.

Now, while looking in your mirror, we’re going to try the first part of 
the formula: “He must become greater.” Put the paper in front of the 
mirror, then move it closer and closer to your eyes until you can no 
longer see your reflection.

You may want to demonstrate how they are to hold the mirror in one 
hand, away from their face a little, and the paper in the other hand, halfway 
between the mirror and their face. To see a photo of how this works, go to 
the Idea Bulletin Board at www.headtosoulmakeover.com.

After each girl has had a chance to try it, ask: “Did it work? Is the paper 
blocking your reflection?” Then invite them to put down the mirrors and 
lead them through the following progression of questions.

•	 What just happened? describe what you saw in the mirror as the pa-
per got closer to your eyes. (I couldn’t see myself anymore—I only 
saw the paper.)

•	 So, when working on the quality of humility, what happens when you 
try to start with the second half of the formula: “i must become less”? 
(It doesn’t work—I can’t NOT think about myself when I’m trying to 
not think about myself.)

•	 at the moment the paper blocked out your reflection, were you think-
ing of yourself or the paper? (At that very moment? The paper.)
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•	 So, what happens to your thoughts about yourself when you start with 
“He must become greater”? (I’m not thinking about myself anymore.)

•	 What	are	some	ways	you	can	increase	how	much	you	focus	on	God?

collect their answers to this final question, and then lead into the god 
Hunt idea, which is a great way to help participants increase their focus on 
god. 

CHeCk in WitH yoUr makeoVer team 
10 MinuteS

Read the following instructions for the Makeover Teams to reinforce what 
they should be doing together during their team time. Then, from the Make-
over Journal section, read through the Makeover Challenge options and pro-
vide clarification as needed. Also read the instructions for the Makeover 
Bonus Challenge: God Hunt that all the girls should try. Have the group 
split into teams for their accountability discussion. After the teams have 
had their discussion and prayed together, bring the whole group together 
and close the meeting in prayer. If you want the girls to take next week’s 
quiz ahead of time, remind them to do so. 

Go back to your Prideful Idol Tryout and share with your team 
which type of pride tends to be the biggest problem for you and why. 
In your Makeover Journal for this week, choose your Makeover Chal-
lenge; share with your team which one you chose and why. Arrange 
to contact one another this week to check in on how you’re doing on 
your God Hunt and the challenge you chose for the week.
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     makeoVer joUrnal 
     Week 2

CHoose a makeoVer CHallenge
Choose a challenge based on what type of Prideful Idol you are, and write about 
how you do this week in your Makeover Journal. Want a daily reminder? Sign 
up at www.headtosoulmakeover.com.

if you scored highest in… 

idol 1.  
i think too much of myself.

idol 2.  
i think too little of myself.

idol 3.  
i think too little of others.

idol 4.  
i ignore the input of others.

…try this makeover Challenge 
to become more humble.

i will stop bragging, exaggerating, or showing 
off. i will do something nice for someone in 
secret, so i don’t get noticed.

i will stop pointing out my shortcomings. i 
will practice simply saying “thank you” when 
someone compliments me.

i will stop being so judgmental. i will find 
something complimentary to say to a person 
whom i often find irritating.

i will stop thinking i’m always right. i will say, 
“you’re right, thank you for helping me,” to  
someone who offers me advice.
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makeoVer BonUs CHallenge:  
go on a god HUnt
To focus more on God and less on you, go on a God Hunt this week. Look 
for and then record in your Makeover Journal those moments when you see 
God show up in your day. Such times may include things you see in nature, 
interruptions, cool coincidences, delays, things that go right, frustrations, 
talks you have with people, answers to prayer—anytime you see signs of 
God’s presence with you.

date: __________________________

makeover Challenge

I tried my Makeover Challenge to become more humble, and here’s what 
happened…

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

god Hunt

Today, I saw God show up when…

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

 

date: __________________________

makeover Challenge

I tried my Makeover Challenge to become more humble, and here’s what 
happened…

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

god Hunt

Today, I saw God show up when…

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________
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date: __________________________

makeover Challenge

I tried my Makeover Challenge to become more humble, and here’s what 
happened…

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

god Hunt

Today, I saw God show up when…

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

 

date: __________________________

makeover Challenge

I tried my Makeover Challenge to become more humble, and here’s what 
happened…

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

god Hunt

Today, I saw God show up when…

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

 

date: __________________________

makeover Challenge

I tried my Makeover Challenge to become more humble, and here’s what 
happened…

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________
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god Hunt

Today, I saw God show up when…

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

 

date: __________________________

makeover Challenge

I tried my Makeover Challenge to become more humble, and here’s what 
happened…

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

god Hunt

Today, I saw God show up when…

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

 

date: __________________________

makeover Challenge

I tried my Makeover Challenge to become more humble, and here’s what 
happened…

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

god Hunt

Today, I saw God show up when…

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________
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